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INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the oscillation of the solutions of the second-order nonlinear differential equation
where q and r are continuous functions on the interval [t 0 , ∞), t 0 > 0 and r is positive function, ψ and f are continuous functions on R with ψ (x) > 0 for all x ∈ R and xf (x) > 0 for all x = 0, g is continuously differentiable function on the real line R except possibly at 0 with xg (x) > 0 and g (x) > 0 for all x = 0, and ϕ is defined and continuous on R \ {0} × R with uϕ (u, v) > 0 for all u = 0 and ϕ (λu, λv) = λϕ (u, v) , where λ ∈ (0, ∞).
Equation ( We restrict our attention to those solutions of (1.1) which exist on some half line [t x , ∞) and satisfy sup{|x(t)| : t > T } > 0 for any T > t x , where t x depends on the particular solution x. We make a standing hypothesis that (1.1) does possess such solutions. A solution of (1.1) is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros, otherwise it is non-oscillatory. The equation itself is called oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory.
In the previous two decades, there has been increasing interest in obtaining sufficient conditions for the oscillation and non-oscillation of solutions of different classes of second order differential equations, see for example [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and the references therein.
A lot of work has been done on the following particular cases of (1. An important tool in the study of oscillatory behavior of solutions of these equations is the averaging technique which goes back as far as the classical result of Fite [10] which proved that (1.2) is oscillatory if q (t) > 0 for all t ≥ t 0 and
The following theorem extends the results of Fite [10] to an equation in which q is of arbitrary sign.
Wintner [28] proved that (1.2) is oscillatory if
Hartman [15] improved this result by proving that condition (1.5) can be replaced by the following weaker condition
implies that every solution of (1.2) oscillates.
Kamenev [16] improved Wintner's result by proving that the condition lim sup
is sufficient for the oscillation of (1.2).
For the oscillation of (1.3), the following Wong lemma [29] , which is modified by Graef and Spikes [12] , is a quite useful element in the following theorem.
Wong's lemma: let 6) then every nonoscillatory solution x (t) of (1.3) which is not eventually constant must satisfy x (t) · x (t) > 0 for all large t. Fu-Hsiang Wong and Cheh-Chih Yeh [30] proved that (1.3) is oscillatory if (1.6) holds and there exists a positive concave function ρ on R + such that lim sup
Also, they [30] proved that the mixed type differential equation (1.3) is oscillatory if
For the oscillation of (1.4), Bihari [3] proved that if q (t) > 0 for all t ≥ t 0 and
then every solution of (1.4) oscillates.
The following theorem extends the results of Bihari [3] to an equation in which q is of arbitrary sign.
Kartsatos [17] proved that (1.4) is oscillatory if
and there exists a constant c 1 ∈ R + = (0, ∞) such that 
Then the differential equation (1.1) is oscillatory.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x (t) of (1.1) such that x (t) > 0 on [T, ∞) for some T ≥ t 0 . Let ω (t) be defined by the Riccati transformation
This and (1.1) imply
Hence, for all t ≥ T, we have
Dividing this inequality by ϕ (1, ω (t)) > 0, we obtain
Integrating the above inequality multiplied by (t − s)
By the Bonnet's theorem [1] , we see that for each t ≥ T, there exists α t ∈ [T, t] such that
It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that
Dividing this inequality by t β and taking the limit superior on both sides, we obtain lim sup
which contradicts (2.1). Hence, the proof is complete.
Example 2.2. Consider the differential equation
Thus, Theorem 2.1 ensures that every solution of (2.4) oscillates. Note that, the results of Bihari [3] and Kartsatos [17] cannot be applied to (2.4).
Theorem 2.3. Assume that (1.9). Furthermore, assume that
where
Proof. Assume that x (t)is a non-oscillatory solution of (1.1). Then there exists T ≥ t 0 such that x (t) = 0 for t ≥ T. Define
Dividing this inequality by ϕ (1, ω (t)) , we obtain
Integrating the above inequality multiplied by
By the Bonnet's theorem, we see that, for each t ≥ T , there exists
It follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that
Dividing this inequality by R β (t) and taking the limit superior on both sides, we obtain
It is clear that lim
which contradicts to (2.5). Hence, the proof is completed.
Example 2.4. Consider the differential equation
Here, r (t) = 1,
. Note that (1.9) is satisfied. By choosing β = 2, we have
Thus, Theorem 2.3 ensures that, every solution of (2.7) oscillates. Note that, Theorem 2.1 can be applied to (2.7), but the results of Bihari [3] and Kartsatos [17] can not be applied to (2.7).
Theorem 2.5. Assume that f (x) ≥ bx for all x ∈ R and for some constant b > 0. Furthermore, assume that there exists a constant c 2 ∈ R + = (0, ∞) such that Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x (t) of (1.1) such that x (t) > 0 on [T, ∞) for some T ≥ t 0 . Let ω (t) be defined by the Riccati transformation
, t ≥ T.
Integrating the above inequality from T to t (≥ T ), we get
Integrating the above inequality multiplied by 1 r(t) from T to t(≥ T ), we get
From (2.10) and (2.11), we have that
Now, if x (t) ≥ x (T )for large t,then I (t) ≥ 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, for large t, x (t) ≤ x (T ), so
which is again a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5. Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x (t) of (1.1) such that x (t) > 0 on [T, ∞) for some T ≥ t 0 . Let ω (t) be defined by the Riccati transformation
, for allt ≥ T.
Hence, for all t ≥ T,we have
(2.14)
By the Bonnet's Theorem that for each t ≥ T , there exists a T 0 ∈ [T, t] such that
By (2.8), (2.14) and (2.15), we get
Integrating the above inequality multiplied by 1
ρ(t)r(t) from T to t(≥ T ), we get
From (2.10) and (2.13), we have
Now, if x (t) ≥ x (T ) for large t, then I (t) ≥ 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, for large t, x (t) ≤ x (T ), so
which is again a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.6.
Example 2.7. Consider the differential equation
Here, r(t) = e t , q (t) = e 2t , ψ (x) = x 2 + 1, g (x) = e |x| x 2 + 1 sgnx and ϕ (u, v)= =u/(1+exp v u ). Note that (1.9) is not satisfied, but (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) are satisfied. We need the following lemma which is an extension to the Lemma of Y.S.W. Wang [29] and Greaf and Spikes [12] .
γ , where γ > 0 is the ratio of odd positive integers, and assume that (1.6) and (2.8) hold. Furthermore, suppose that,
Then every nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) which is not eventually a constant must satisfy
Proof. Suppose that x (t) is a nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) and without loss of generality, we assume that x (t) > 0 for t ≥ T 1 , T 1 ≥ t 0 . If the Lemma is not true, then either · x (t) < 0 for all large t or · x (t) oscillates. In the former case, we may suppose that T 1 is sufficiently large that
. Then, for all t ≥ T 1 , we obtain
Integrating the integral by parts, we get
Then,
We define
There are three cases to consider Case 1. Assume that
Hence,
Thus,
From (2.20), we have
which is a contradiction. Case 2. Assume that
which contradicts (1.6).
Case 3. Assume that
As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, we can obtain the inequality,
Thus, from (2.8), (2.25) and (2.26), we get
Thus, from (2.19) we get 
) .
Integrating the above inequality from τ n to τ n+1 , we get
which contradicts (1.6). Hence Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x (t) of (1.1) such that x (t) > 0 on [T, ∞) for some T ≥ t 0 . It follows from Lemma 2.8 that
Hence, for all t ≥ T 1 , we have 
Thus, from (2.8), (2.28) and (2.29) we get,
Dividing this inequality (2.30) by t β and taking limit superior of both sides, we obtain lim sup
Example 2.10. Consider the differential equation
Here, r (t) = t, ψ (x) = 1, f (x) = x, q (t) = 
